THURSDAY 10TH DECEMBER The school day will be final organisational time for the night’s activities. I know that the Knob Tailed Geckoes will be hard at it rehearsing for the night. The other classes will be finalising their preparations for the night.

SCHOOL CONCERT NIGHT The night begins at 5.30 with a ‘bring your own blanket and picnic’. This will be followed by a night of entertainment beginning at 6.30p.m. The entertainment begins with a drumming performance. Peter will lead the different classes in a drumming spectacular and showcases the work that he has been doing with the children throughout the term.

Following the drumming, each class has prepared a play for your enjoyment. The plays will go in order from stage 1 to stage 3 children. The children will then sing a couple of songs.

A cup of tea or coffee and a chat will complete the night. Each family is asked to bring along a plate of food for either the adult table or the children’s table. Drinks will be available for the children but each child is asked to bring along their own water bottle to refill when necessary during the night. We hope to see as many families join us in the picnic to start what will be a great night.

FRIDAY 11TH DECEMBER This is a normal day, well a normal day as days in this part of the year can be or are.

MONDAY 14TH DECEMBER Year 6 Surf Day Children from year 6 will meet Mr C at school by first bus time (8:30am) and leave when the bus arrives. Arrangements need to be made on an individual basis as we might be a little bit late returning to school. Please let Mr C know your special travel arrangements for the day.

Year K-5 children This is a normal day as far as days at this time of the year go! This time though, children will be helping with preparations for the presentation night. There are quite a few things that will need to be completed such as Christmas trees and finalising Larnook’s Got Talent items.

TUESDAY 15TH DECEMBER During the day, final preparations for the night will be completed. Children will be helping with the night’s preparation, practising their Acts for LGT night or undertaking class activities.

PRESENTATION NIGHT/LARNOOK’S GOT TALENT The night will start with a sumptuous feast organised by the P&C. There is a cost of just $5 per adult/child.
The night will begin with a display of the work that Genevieve has been doing with the children over the last couple of terms. This will be followed by some marimba playing organised by Ms Moy interspersed with a variety of acts from our amazing children that we have here at school. I do know that this year some parents are also getting in on the act and performing as well, great to see. Among our final performances for the night include presentations of special certificates, presentation of the children’s final reports and portfolio books and of course the raffle draw. (I hope that everyone has been selling their tickets and more importantly bringing the tickets in for the draw). Children are asked to give a gold coin donation for their surprise from our special guest of honour, who I am assured will be in attendance on the night. This year, the money raised will be going towards the farmers appeal.

**WEDNESDAY 16TH DECEMBER**

**SCHOOL PARTY** This is the last day for the children in 2015. Children are asked to bring in a game to play on the day, a change of clothes, just in case they do happen to get wet and a towel perhaps. There will be a student council lunch for $5 per child. The children will get a hamburger and a frozen milk. ALL students purchasing this lunch must provide their own teaspoon for the frozen milk. Please complete the order form attached.

**YEAR 6 FAREWELL**

**A THANK YOU** Last night we formally farewelled our four year 6 students. It was a great night, emotional at times but a lovely way to say farewell to the students. We wish them well in their future endeavours. I would like to thank all who helped out on the night, especially Darren and Amanda who organised the scrumptious main meal and to Dianne and Sandi who made very tasty desserts indeed. I would also like to thank the Year 5 parents who helped out as ‘aids in the kitchen’! It was appreciated by one and all.

**YEARBOOK** Please place your year book order in as early as possible. A completed copy will be available to look at on the Concert Night (Thursday night) . Cost is $15 for a full colour one or $12 for a partial colour copy. The children along with Sam, have put a lot of time into it and the results are great.

**A MERRY CHRISTMAS** On behalf of the staff, I wish all our community family a safe and happy holiday and we look forward to seeing everyone back at school next year, bright and bushy tailed, eager to get stuck into another year at Larnook.
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